
DropSpot enables ingest, parking, archive and search workflows via a 
simple, powerful and intuitive interface. DropSpot is a java Application 

that talks directly to the nodes without the overhead of the OS file system.
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Guaranteed Data Authenticity: Using the MatrixStore 
APIs ensures the data stored is guaranteed to be 
authentic.
Metadata support: Add metadata on the fly or extract it 
from various files formats. See metadata automatically 
extracted by PIP (EXIF, XMP, AS10, AS11, IMF). 
Job Management: Pause jobs, resume interrupted jobs 
and view job history.
Custom Metadata Forms: Create metadata forms that 
suit your business needs and processes. This ensures 
meaningful metadata is entered at time of ingest.
Automated Verification: Adds the belt to the braces. 
Still want to check your content has been stored? Get 
DropSpot to verify using content hashing after each 
archive job.

Integrated: View and retrieve content stored by other 
applications thus ensuring your data is always available.
Advanced Search: Search a vault and filter results based 
on dates, file type, users or metadata.
Console: Run DropSpot in console mode enabling script-
ing of archive jobs.
High Performance: DropSpot understands the storage 
platforms that it is reading from and optimizes (e.g., 
through “multi-threading”) its configuration appropriately to 
yield faster performance results.
File System Support: Search for a file in DropSpot and 
optionally locate or open it in the MatrixStore file system 
application MXFS.
move2 Support: Search for a file in DropSpot and if it is 
offline in deeper archives see the tape id and trigger the 
retrieval.

DropSpot Products Highlights

DropSpot BenefitsA Simple, Secure Asset Management 
Application
Parking, moving or archiving data from client machines or 
networked storage to a nearline or archive platform doesn’t need 
to be time consuming, error prone or complex. Sometimes you 
just want to move data and search for content without thinking 
about it, using an easy to use, fast and reliable application. In 
today's metadata driven world companies should no longer rely on 
bespoke homegrown databases or spreadsheets to manage the 
protection, location and classification of their data.
      
DropSpot is a simple but powerful asset management application 
that uses the MatrixStore API to quickly copy data between your 
various storage platforms and your MatrixStore archive. It also 
provides functionality to handle, create and search on metadata 
making accessing your content as simple as a keyword search. 
DropSpot can extract metadata from files to allow for instantane-
ous search of the data stored, has a powerful facility to under-
stand digital media formats and is completely configurable to allow 
the administrator to ensure extra metadata is added when users 
drop data.

DAM/MAM functionality gives you your assets 
on-demand

Completely free to use on any number of client 
machines

One click archive and retrieve

Simple search, find your data instantly

Custom metadata entry forms

Intuitive user interface. Easy to use without 
special training

Free to use Linux, Mac and Windows versions

Integrated: View and retrieve content stored by 
other applications thus ensuring your data is 
always available.

Advanced Search: Search a vault and filter 
results based on dates, file type or users.

Console: Run DropSpot in console mode 
enabling scripting of archive jobs.

High Performance: DropSpot understands the 
storage platforms that it is reading from and 
optimizes (e.g., through “multi-threading”) its 
configuration appropriately to yield faster 
performance results.

File System Support: Search for a file in 
DropSpot and optionally open it in the Matrix-
Store file system application on MXFS.

Move2 integration allows retrieval of assets 
from deeper archives.

Contact Us Now
Please contact the Object Matrix team to arrange a demonstra-
tion or to discuss the benefits of DropSpot in more detail.
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